Oakland Community College together with The NEXT Education Present

Connected Vehicle Professional Credentialing Program

September 23 - 25, 2020
Wednesday - Friday ◆ 9 am - 12 pm

This class exposes individuals to the world of connected and autonomous vehicles (CAV). With this overview knowledge, participants are prepared to take the Connected Vehicle Professional Exam. The Presenter is a “Trusted Advisor” to the US Government and is internationally recognized as lecturer and leader in this field. This is a foundational briefing that describes the landscape of the Connected Vehicle initiative with primary emphasis on the United States. Intended for a non-technician audience, it is a thorough perspective on this rapidly growing industry segment complete with descriptions and connections to CAV organizations, coalitions, and resources. A Guidebook is supplied with class registration.

Registration Code: PRSN-1082-T0901
Fee: $560
Delivery: Online webinar-You will receive a link to connect to the webinar.
Included Materials: Connected Vehicle Professional MicroTrax Guidebook

Register online at oaklandcc.edu/ce or for more information call 248.232.4167 or 248.232.4150